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Version 117 Software Update 
Version 117 (6/6/14) software is now available for download on the DMP Dealer Direct Website at 
http://dmp.com/dealer. 

Effective June 9, 2014, all XT30/XT50 Series panels will be manufactured with updated Version 117 (6/6/14) 
software.  As of July 25, 2014, inventory for XT Series panels will be completely updated to Version 117 
(6/6/14) software.   

 

Updated Operation 

Graphic Keypad Display  

XT30/XT50 Version 117 (6/6/14) corrects two exit delay countdown timing issues for the 7800 Series Graphic 
Keypad. 

Previously for All/Perimeter or Home/Sleep/Away systems, the Interactive Shield icon of the Home Screen 
could not be used to arm the system after the following steps occurred: 

1. The system had been armed starting the exit delay countdown. 

2. An exit type zone was tripped just as the exit delay countdown ended. 

3. The entry delay started before the keypad could return to the Home Screen after the exit delay. 

4. A user code was entered to disarm. 

This issue did not occur on Area systems. 

Proper operation was restored to the Interactive Shield icon after the system was armed using the 
Carousel menu Keypad icon or the system was armed from another keypad. 

Also for All/Perimeter or Home/Sleep/Away systems, the Zone Monitor Alert window could have not cleared 
from the display after the following steps occurred: 

1. The system was armed. 

2. An exit type zone was tripped starting the Entry Delay and displaying ENTER CODE: - on the keypad. 

3. A user code was entered to disarm. 

4. Before ALL SYSTEM OFF was displayed, a zone with Zone Monitor enabled was tripped causing the 
Zone Monitor Alert to display.  

This issue did not occur on Area systems. 

Proper operation was restored after a keypad power cycle. 

 

 

Obtaining the New Software 
XT30/XT50 Series software updates are available for download free of charge on the DMP Dealer Direct Website 
at http://dmp.com/dealer. 
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